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By the age of 9, Brendan Taft was well on his way to becoming a professional athlete, training
with the U. Olympic badminton team and competing internationally. Being half-Indonesian the
other half Irish likely had a bit to do with his sport of choice, but it also came naturally for
himâ€”"talent" they called it, hard work and dedication is what it felt like. Prodigy status and the
accompanying career opportunity left little time for much else; his daily routine consisted of
practice in the early morning, school, practice in the evening, then finally a few hours to relax.
That was Brendan's life; naturally, the time he spent with his family became increasingly
important to him as his athletic career blossomed. The travelling, however, provided rare
opportunities to read something other than textbooks, and picking up issues of Super Street
and Import Tuner at the airport became an integral part of Brendan's routine. Brendan found
little need to change this routine into his teens despite having become a nationally ranked
player. At the age of 16, he was given his parents' old Accord to get himself to and from school
and practice. But on the weekends, he made use of his newfound freedom and attended car
shows whenever possibleâ€”driving as far as San Diego to experience the fascinating "import
culture" firsthand. Brendan's parents were supportive of his interests, his father especially, who
was very much a car enthusiast himself. Despite his father's interest in older domestics,
Brendan was drawn to Japanese imports, intrigued by the smooth body styling and the ability to
further customize them aesthetically. His first love was the "FD" Mazda RX-7; he loved every
aspect of it and knew he had to own one someday. In '03, at 17 years old, Brendan's life began
to crumble before his eyes. As a professional athlete, the majority of his social life had been his
familyâ€”the single constant that he'd been able to count on, and for that he cherished them.
When his parents decided to file for a divorce, Brendan had no choice but to accept that life
would never be the same. It was during this trying time that Brendan's father approached him
with the idea to sell the Accord. Brendan would be responsible for posting the car for
saleâ€”should he succeed, they would look for a replacement car together. Brendan saw this
tough situation as an opportunity to finally get his RX He helped his father sell the Accord, and
the money went toward the search for his dream car. From that point on, all of Brendan's free
time was spent on Craigslist and eBayâ€”he even went as far as to test drive several RX-7s.
Exhibiting incredible restraint, especially for a teenager, he turned down all of them, partially
due to the disappointment he had experienced with the FDs he'd driven thus far. Brendan
considered expanding his search to more than the one model. He came to the realization that
the FD may have been keeping him from appreciating other cars, namely the A80 Supra. Despite
it being the height of the Supra's mainstream popularity thanks to The Fast and the Furious ,
Brendan was able to find several that fit his criteria and his budget. Together with his father,
they pored over online listings looking for "the one. Payment was sent, transportation was
arranged, and they waited. The car arrived a month later, and upon initial inspection, it became
apparent that it was not quite what was advertised. The paint was faded and the body, although
straight, was home to an ungodly amount of dents. Nothing could dampen Brendan's
excitement, and he embraced the car for what it wasâ€”10, door dings and all. Among its many
merits, the relationship between Brendan and his Supra became an outlet for him
emotionallyâ€”helping to diffuse the issues at home, a sanctuary of sorts. The new
responsibilities associated with car ownershipâ€”paying for registration, insurance, and general
upkeepâ€”created the need to pick up additional shifts at his part-time job, adding to his already
busy schedule. Brendan continued his athletic career, until unfortunately an injury forced him to
retire at the age of 20â€”he was ranked fifth in the country. Brendan embraced this change in
his life and was appreciative for the time he had been able to commit to the sport and the
decade's worth of lessons it had taught him. Brendan had been active in the online community
since his initial purchase, but following his retirement from badminton, he became increasingly
involved by attending meets and shows whenever possible. Despite the jokes surrounding his
car's lack of boost and engine modifications, he found a solid group of close friends who
supported his build. All signs pointed to forced induction, and sure enough, an aftermarket
turbo kit was purchased. Somehow, this milestone meant far less to Brendan than he had
expectedâ€”there was something lacking emotionally. As long as the uncertainty persisted, he
held off on the install. It was around this time that Brendan came across images of a certain
Supra built by YSR Japanâ€”naturally aspirated with individual throttle bodies and a custom
tubular exhaust manifold. Something stirred within him and he knew that despite openly
laughing in the face of logic, an individual throttle bodied-2JZ was what he needed to
experience. What began as a relatively simple individual throttle body conversion and tune
using AE 4A-GE components became the beginning of a partnership between Brendan and FSR
Motorsports that would continue to this day. The drastic improvement in response alone was
enough to remove any doubt in Brendan's mind that he was making the right choice. He was
committed to this new goal and spent the next several years working alongside FSR

Motorsports optimizing every possible aspect of the 2JZ head. This process proved to be more
difficult than anybody could have possibly imagined. There was simply no information available
on the subject. Of course, the polar opposite of turbo setups had been tested and refined
thousands of times over the last two decades, yielding countless foolproof formulas available to
just about anybody. But for Brendan and FSR, they conquered a brand-new
challengeâ€”reworking the entire top end until their uncompromising standard was fulfilled to
the tune of rwhp, incomprehensible response, and the aural qualities of nothing else in this
world. All too often, we allow popular opinion to make decisions for us. After all, following a
path forged by another and beaten by many who've found success simply makes sense. Why
risk extra time, money, and possible disappointment when a clear-cut process and result are
readily available? For the automotive community, the very existence of a naturally aspirated
Supra of this caliber provides undeniable proof that passion is relevant yet. We are reminded
that in this day and age of cars being built for instant gratification and appealing to the masses,
there are still heroes pursuing perfection for their own reasons and nothing else. If you're
looking for an over-the-top 1,hp Toyota Supra you'll have to go somewhere else. Simple and
bold is the theme with this RHD '95 Supra. Ted Shimizu and Jason Eshelman have known each
other since puberty. Like typical bros, they hung out together after school and also shared the
same hobbies. Both cars started bone-stock, naturally-aspirated and full of hope. Check out this
monstorous whp Toyota Supra from Turbo Magazine. SuperStreetOnline features. View Photo
Gallery 18 Photos. By Yuta Akaishi. Japanese European Domestic. Alex Stoklosa â€” Feb 23,
Bob Hernandez â€” Feb 22, Rodrez â€” Feb 19, The Legend of the high-revving Honda S
Roadster. Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18, Christian Seabaugh â€” Feb 17, Super Street Newsletter
Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from
Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from
carefully selected third party partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the
terms and conditions of our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related
Articles SuperStreetOnline features. The Toyota JZ engine family is a series of inline-6
automobile engines. The JZ engine was offered in 2. The 2. With the aid of a DOHC, valve head
and a dual-stage intake manifold. All of these models also came with a 4-speed automatic
transmission as standard; no manual gearbox option was offered. The first generation 1JZ-GTE
employs twin CT12A turbochargers arranged in parallel and blowing through a side-mount or
front mount air-to-air intercooler. With an 8. The early generation 1JZ-GTEs combined the
inherent smoothness of an inline 6-cylinder engine with the revving capacity of its short stroke
and early power delivery of its small, ceramic wheeled turbochargers. The ceramic turbine
wheels are prone to delamination in the setting of high impeller rpm and local temperature
conditions, usually a result of higher boost. The first generation 1JZs were even more prone to
turbo failure due to there being a faulty one-way valve on the head, specifically on the intake
cam cover causing blow-by gases to go into the intake manifold. On the exhaust side, a decent
amount of oil vapor flows into the turbos causing premature wear on the seals. The later second
generation engines had this problem fixed and in Japan there was actually a recall in order to
repair the first generation engines, though that does not apply to 1JZs imported to other
countries. The single turbo is in part made more efficient by the use of smaller exhaust ports in
the head, this allows the escaping exhaust gasses to have more velocity as they exit the head,
which in turn, spools the turbo faster and at lower RPM. The adoption of VVT-i and the improved
cylinder cooling allowed the compression ratio to be increased from 8. In around , Toyota
introduced what are probably the least recognised members of the JZ engine family â€” the FSE
direct injection variants. This is necessary to run at extremely lean air-fuel ratios around 20 to at
certain engine load and revs. VVT-i variable valve timing was added later in for the model year.
This engine is not merely a stroked version of the 1JZ although they share a common bore size,
bore pitch, and general architecture , but has a taller block deck and longer connecting rods to
accommodate the The 2JZ-GE is a common version. It uses Sequential Electronic Fuel Injection,
has an aluminum head and 4 valves per cylinder, along with a cast-iron cylinder block, with
some versions using VVT-i. Despite common misconception it was not a true COP Coil-On-Plug
, also known as Plug-top coil ignition system instead relying on one coil to fire two cylinders,
one of which was by spark plug wire. The 2JZ-GTE is an inline-layout , six-cylinder , belt-driven
dual overhead camshaft , air-intercooled, twin-turbocharged, cast-iron block, aluminium
cylinder headed engine designed and manufactured by Toyota Motor Corporation that was
produced from until in Japan. Its mechanical basis was the existing 2JZ-GE , but differed in its
use of sequential twin turbochargers and an air-to-air side-mounted intercooler. Toyota's VVT-i
variable valve timing technology was added to the engine beginning in September , hence it
phased out the original engine. Consequently, maximum torque and horsepower was raised for
engines selling in all markets. In its first appearance, torque was advertised as The mutually

agreed, industry-wide output ceiling was enforced by Japan's now-defunct Gentlemen's
Agreement exclusively between Japanese automakers selling to the Japanese domestic market.
The mechanical similarities between the Japanese-specification CT20 turbine and
export-specification CT12B turbine allow interchangeability of the exhaust-side propeller shaft.
Additionally, the export-exclusive CT12B turbine received more durable turbine housings and
stainless steel turbine and impeller fins. Multiple variants of the Japanese CT20 turbine exist
discretely, which are identified with the B , R , and A part number suffixes e. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine. Archived from the original on Retrieved JDM
Spec Engines. Categories : Toyota engines Inline-six engines. Hidden categories: Articles
needing additional references from June All articles needing additional references Articles with
short description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from April Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota
Motor Corporation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota JZ engines. This kit is
also available with options for a sensor package and boost control. With the purchase of any
AEM Infinity PNP standalone kit we will build a custom base map for your setup, and a
consultation to help get you started and answer questions. We also have remote tuning
packages available to make the car completely drivable with boost. We can set up all sorts of
advanced features, please feel free to call us for more details. Infinity has it's own wideband
driver built in, and a fuel pressure sensor is very important for accurate tuning and engine
safety. It is required to get the wideband sensor with extension harness option, AND a fuel
pressure sensor, for us to do any remote tuning. Even if we don't tune if for you, we still highly
recommend these options. It has 10mm x 1. Every harness comes pinned for your Infinity 6 to
control or monitor:. Additional pins are provided along with a pinout so that you can add other
features as you choose. We are shipping orders as fast as possible, but p lease allow for extra
shipping time right now. Parts availability and short staff will cause some delays. Thanks for
your patience! We only ship to your credit card billing address. We can not ship international
orders to domestic freight forwarders. Items that have the free shipping logo displayed will only
qualify for shipping inside the US lower 48 states. All prices shown on our website are in US
Dollars. Because of the spread of Coronavirus in California, our shop location is not open to the
public for will-call at this time. Shop By Part Type. NO 12 Pos. Switch ADD 12 Pos. Related
Items. Haltech Elite ECU. The ride height has been adjusted via a set of compressed springs,
and it sits over a set of 14x8-inch Center Line wheels â€” the plan is to replace these with a set
of SSR F5s that is currently being refurbished and widened. He has also made his own 1. As it
sits today, there are still a few things to tick off the completion list. The extractors will be
ceramic coated, while a handful of exterior pieces need to be fitted, including a front headlight
and grille conversion to the Japanese equivalent. Growing up inhaling paint fumes and bog dust
at his old man's panel shop, Jaden is a qualified word bender that has obtained a 'brofessional'
diploma in car building from years of trial and error. He's currently trying to finish his creation
of Australian-based debauchery crammed with Japanese- and Euro-inspired goodness. You'll
find him writing for NZ Performance Car and producing content online. Show more posts by
Jaden Martin. Posted in Cars , Features. We don't just feature completed cars, sometimes the
coolest stuff can be found in the under construction section. View fullsize. Jaden Martin
Growing up inhaling paint fumes and bog dust at his old man's panel shop, Jaden is a qualified
word bender that has obtained a 'brofessional' diploma in car building from years of trial and
error. Rare rotaries gather in the south. Be the first to write a review. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Note: Final linkage adjustment can only be made once
installed and the engine is running. General Information:. If a warranty card is not included in
the package, please contact us as soon as possible for a copy of the warranty card. We will not
repair or replace any product without the warranty already on file. Please also read the
disclaimer on the bottom of the page. Please arrange for someone to sign for the package s.
You also message us for the tracking number. The merchandise must be unused, in the original
packaging and in resalable condition. All returns and exchanges must be accompanied by a
copy of the sales invoice. If a refund is called for, we will refund the amount paid for the item
minus shipping. Unless there is a fault on our end, we do not pay for shipping back. There is no
refund on the shipping cost after an item has shipped. No refund, exchange or replacement for
products relating to electrical, fuel, and store clearance items. It's the buyer's responsibility to
verify the fitment before purchasing. We reserve the right to cancel orders if buyers from the
above locations do not contact us for a shipping quote. Free shipping only applies to package

shipping to the lower 48 United States. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information allmotorsports11 Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International
Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value.
Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade.
Item location:. Fremont, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Fri. Estimated delivery
dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination
ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of
cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Ignition Spark Coil 3.
Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item.
If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close this
window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by allmotorsports Item
specifics Condition: New Superseded Part Number: Toyota Supra, , Lexus GS, , Lexus SC 3. All
Motorsports Accessories. Visit my eBay store. Sign up for newsletter. Search Store. Store
Categories. Store home. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller
has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 5 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 5. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. OBX Racing
Sports. That sounds lovely! There only good if your running na there is minimal benefit for
turbo applications. A lot of guys run bike tbs as they are cheap and hold sync really well. I
helped a guy break a non turbo Mk3 Supra once, that had Triumph TBs on it, looked like a fairly
easy conversion. The one in the original post just sounds broken Not liking that at all sounds
and looks crap. Like the red one though! It's good to be different. Me neither, ive read the build
thread of that supra on supraforums a few times as i was interested in how he did the massive
rear arches. Yer i looked into it too. Just remove the intake pipework and put a sock on the
existing single throttle body, that'll give you the same sound. Yeah its a shame, i think that red
trd is up in the hp range and that v8 jason posted is making over american hp, with custom
cams and a rpm rev limit! I like how you said American hp. Anyone would think there's
something wrong with thier dynos. You can post now and register later. If you have an account,

sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it
will be visible. Restore formatting. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear
editor. Upload or insert images from URL. We have placed cookies on your device to help make
this website better. You can adjust your cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to
continue. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Chris Bailey 2 Posted
January 31, Posted January 31, Anyone seen this video before? Link to post Share on other
sites. I would say it also has no exhaust fitted, just a DP. Kerons bro had a nice setup on his na.
Justin Bieber 21 Posted January 31, Dazzi 62 Posted January 31, I can get mine to sound like
that if I dump loads of fuel in lol. Fly 12 Posted January 31, Swampy 73 Posted January 31,
JasonR24 8 Posted January 31, DaveR 21 Posted January 31, Posted February 1, First one
sounds like a spitfire! Other one sounds awesome! Hmmm i would quite like itb's on my car!
Supra Gaz 17 Posted February 1, Inquired into itb's a few years ago, it was expensive, 3k-ish
and no serious power gains. Justin Bieber 21 Posted February 1, JasonR24 8 Posted February
1, Posted February 2, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this
topic Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Important Information We have placed
cookies on your device to help make this website better. I accept. Be the first to write a review.
This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. From Racing Parts Depot.
Equal-Length Air Horns 55 mm at the Horn, 45 mm at butterfly. Note: Final linkage adjustment
can only be made once installed and the engine is running. General Information:. Required
proper tuning and professional installation is recommended This kit doesn't come with
installation instruction Manufacturer's backed limited lifetime warranty against manufacturing
defects If flat rate shipping fee apply to the posting, is only for those package shipping within
the lower 48 United States Contact us thru ebay message center for any questions. We reserve
the right to cancel orders if buyers from the above locations do not contact us for a shipping
quote. Please note, addresses if the item is being paid via PayPal, we will only ship to verified
addresses. Item s will only ship after payment is received and Verified. International buyers may
be required to pay for customs duties or customs fees for their package. Buyers are responsible
for inquiry of the information from the buyer's country custom agency before purchasing. We
are not responsible for collecting customs duties or custom fees, we will only charge for the
shipping and the product s cost only. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us
and we will reply within our hours of business 9am-5pm pacific standard. Return Policy:. To
return a product to us, simply send us an email with a detailed explanation for the return and we
will send you an RMA number along with our return shipping address. NO returns of any type
will be accepted without an RMA. Original shipping charges will not be refunded on returned
items. Customers are responsible for all shipping charges back to Racing Part Depot on
returned items. Some of our product s are for off-road or show car purposes only. Some of the
products may not be suitable for regular driving conditions. We are not responsible for any
misuse of the products. Use at your own risk. We reserve the right to cancel orders. All
automotive manufacturers listed in this page such as the name of vehicles; makes, models,
engine codes, and chassis codes are the registered trademark of its respective original
equipment manufacturer and are used for reference purposes only. We distribute tuning parts
for use in the equipment of various manufacturers. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share
on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information racingpartsdepot Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International
Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value.
Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade.
Item location:. San Francisco, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Fri.
Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin
ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service
selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may
vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in
part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and

import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Ignition Spark Coil 3. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now,
you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to
qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item
Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by racingpartsdepot. Racing Parts Depot racingpartsdepot Required proper tuning and
professional installation is recommended This kit doesn't come with installation instruction
Manufacturer's backed limited lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects If flat rate
shipping fee apply to the posting, is only for those package shipping within the lower 48 United
States Contact us thru ebay message center for any questions Shipping: Standard Shipping
only applies to the Contiguous 48 US States Excludes: Hawaii, Alaska, and any other US
Territories. Return Policy: To return a product to us, simply send us an email with a detailed
explanation for the return and we will send you an RMA number along with our return shipping
address. Disclaimer: Some of our product s are for off-road or show car purposes only.
Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping
options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 5 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. OBX Racing Sports. There are countless
videos on the internet of both engines making well over 1, horsepower. But the question always
seems to come up; which one is king of Japan? The RB series is a family of inline-6 engines,
ranging from 2. All of which came in different engines dressings, some naturally aspirated,
some single turbocharged, some twin turbocharged. Additional RB information on Wikipedia.
The RB26 came with an 86mm bore, and a It came with parallel T28 ceramic turbochargers
limited to 14 PSI of boost. All of this produced an impressive bhp and lb-ft. Although many
Nissan enthusiasts claim that the RB26 made closer to bhp. Many stock dyno runs have proved
this to be true. Much like RB series, the JZ series is a family of inline-6 engines. Ranging for 2.
Which One is Better And Why? Additional JZ information on Wikipedia. Just like the RB26, the
2JZ has an 86mm bore but steps up the stroke from This is where the extra. Unlike the RB26,
the 2JZ came with a sequential turbo setup, meaning it has a much broader power band. All of
this produced an advertised horsepower and lb-ft of torque. They make pretty much the same
amount of power, however, the 2JZ makes about 30 lb-ft of torque more. But, numbers only tell
part of the story. RB The RB26 has a very linear power curve, it just slowly gains throughout the
power band. It never really peaks or jumps around. This is mostly due to its sequential turbos,
and extra stroke. The linear power gain of the RB26 is great for track use since the power will be
predictable when on and off of the throttle. RB The RB26 stock internals can hold up to about
horsepower. This is quite an amazing feat for a stock engine. So, both of these engines can hold
incredible amounts of power, however, the 2JZ can hold up to quite a bit more on the
completely stock engine internals. The engine blocks are nearly equal in terms of strength. I
think this is what really makes the 2JZ better than the RB This means that finding parts is as
easy as going to an auto parts store or a junkyard. The large cult following means that the
aftermarket is massive and very helpful. Everyone is trying to push the envelope from the
hellaflush community to the racing community. In the eyes of a JDM enthusiast, which one is
cooler? The RB26 or the 2JZ? There are quite a few reasons for this but regardless seeing an

RB in person is always pretty cool. Furthermore, the RB26 is arguably better sounding. It seems
a little higher pitched but somehow angrier. In that sense that 2JZ has almost got a little bit
boring. The 2JZ can hold up to more power, make more power, source parts very easily, and is
cheaper to buy and build. However, the RB26 is arguably the cooler of the two, mostly due to its
rarity in the US. The 2JZ came in a host of cars sold in the US and can be found pretty easily,
and if something breaks a store like Autozone is likely to have the part. The RB26 on the other
hand, never came in any car in the US, meaning that it has to be imported, and so do any parts
that you might need for it. You need to do some real research about parts availability on the
rb26 there buddy. Good point. Rb motors also have oiling issues that will eventually blow them
up. Over engineered motors build by toyota :. I rebuilt my RB26 this past year and it turned
more into a complete replacement. After owning and building both the 2JZ wins hands down.
Better oil pump drive, better block casting material and oiling control, more power down low,
ability to have higher overall displacement. My RB now has a NEW N1 block because my stock
one had tiny cracks at the head stud holes extending into the water jacket. It has the Tomei oil
pump now still on stock 2-dog drive and has a stroker BC crank to give me back some of the
bottom end I lost when going single. Acceleration-wise I have never owned a car that leaves like
this R32 GT-R does on the street on street tires day-in, day-out. Also one more thing. One of the
cast-iron RB valve guides was chipped so I replaced all of them with Bronze alloy guides. I
would say that the RB has no problems living in the high rpms range as I beat my daily to 8,
Been staying in Japan for 4 years BTW. RB26 is lighter, has ITBs, but the 2jz has the extra
displacement. Here, they know every ticklish area of both the RB26 and the 2jz. Lucky to have
owned Mk4, BNR32, and Interesting that you say you live in Osaka. A quick IP address lookup
tells me you live in the Philippines. That lie alone throws all your credibility out the window.
Better luck next time! The oiling problem was with the model RB26 crankshafts. You guys tend
to exaggerate everything negative about GTRs. Agree that nothig beats displacement which the
2jz has over the Rb26, but have to also agree with what the guys have said here, especially why
the Japanese would always prefer GT-Rs over your one trick pony Supra who just knows how to
go straights. Not even close buddy. Ever wondered also why GT-Rs to its engine, parts, etc. It
was a discussion about engines not cars.. Want to know how to make a gtr even better? I would
say engine per engine on stock form, the RB26 wins because it has ITBs, much lighter, and
sounds freakin great! But what the 2JZ has is its extra displacement.. Even the engine itself or
even the whole car. GT-Rs are expensive, especially now their values are soaring. But car per
car.. Bottom line, GT-Rs are more versatile sportscars. And then there was no mention of the
new billet aluminum blocks on the market, nor any mention of the RB30 block with RB26 combo
as well as stroker kits for both the 2JZ and RB to get them easily up to 3. It would be awesome if
you could do a multi part series on the platforms discussing failure points, common fixes, and
typical builds. Oiling issues with RBs, Ceramic wheels, and the likeâ€¦. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript
disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled,
and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser.
Which One is Better? If you liked this RB26 vs 2JZ article, share it with your friends! About
Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write
about the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. It then turned into something everyone
liked, but there was just no individuality. Since then Brandan has stepped his game up and has
taken things to a whole new level. Thinking that it would never be the same, Kennedy at
PlatinumVIP came into the picture and proved him wrong. Fast forward a few weeks, the car
came out looking even better than before! The PlatinumVIP fellas did the whole metal widebody
in the rear and they did it well! The hood was made by Modellista Designs and sets the front off
just right! Now that the exterior was completed it was time to focus on the engine work. He
wanted to do something different. First seeing the idea back in by a shop called YSR Japan ,
who specialized in nonbogen speaker wiring diagram
bohr model for gold
mercury mystique
forced induction work on the mighty 2jz, he started piecing together parts from Club 4age and a
fabricator who could assemble an ITB intake manifold for him. Make sure you Read More below!
Oh, and throttle response is great Brendan tells us! Ever since then, Brendan has been total
time attack track nut! As you may have guessed the car is rolling on Work Equips. Obviously,
static and sitting on Tein Type Flex coilovers that get put to use every time Brendan is behind
the wheel! And there you have it. We gotta thank Brendan for everything though, so make sure

next time you see him not to be afraid to come up and say what up to the guy. We also want to
thank Jeff Payuan for the dope shots! Photos by: Jeff Payuan exclusively for StanceNation.
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